
Michael Symonette 
CEO 
Utilities Regulation and Competition Authority 
Nassau, Bahamas 

ATTN:  Donavon Dorsett 

 

Mr. Symonette, 

In response to “Opening New Spectrum Bands”, AMP’d Wireless Ltd. would like to make a formal 
request for frequencies to be opened for use in the broadband data industry. 

As noted in section 3.2 in the URCA document, section (ii), the opening of new frequencies will allow 
companies such as AMP’d Wireless Ltd. to “increase competition in the sector” and ultimately give 
the customers a greater choice in who they choose to do business with. 

Also noted in section 3.2, section (iii), the consumer demand for high speed data communications 
will continue to increase, and the natural progression is to use wireless communication to achieve 
this public service.  The ability to connect a consumer without the need for trenching and extesive 
cabling will help deliver services more quickly and easily. 

AMP’d Wireless is requesting the opening of the frenquencies from 5.200 GHz – 5.350 GHz of the 
Standard Spectrum for use to provide wireless Local Loop and broadband data services.  The 
structure would be consistant with providing Point to Multi-point services as well.  The details of our 
plans has been provided to URCA through our recent application.   

AMP’d Wireless Ltd. is eagerly awaiting the allocation of the requested spectrum so that we can 
deploy our equipment.  Upon the Spectrum Licensing approval, we would look to be operating 
withing 6 weeks and begin offering services within 3 months. 

We request that a second option would be 5.000 GHz – 5.150 GHz, and third option be 5.400 GHz – 
5.550 GHz.  However, we are open to using any available frequencies between 4.9 GHz to 6.0 GHz 
and would be happy to work with URCA on establishing where the best ranges would be. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

D. Chris Brogdon 
AMP’d Wireless Ltd. 
Nassau, Bahamas 


